It is well known that stability is the most fundamental nature with regard to a control system, in view of this, the stabilization becomes an inevitable control problem. This article mainly discusses the optimal control and stabilization problem for discrete-time systems involving Markov jump and multiplicative noise. The state and control weighting matrices in the cost function are allowed to be indefinite. By solving the forward-backward stochastic difference equations with Markov jump (FBSDEs-MJ) derived from the maximum principle, we conclude that the necessary and sufficient conditions of the solvability of indefinite optimal control problem in finite-horizon, whose method is different from most previous works [13], etc. Furthermore, necessary and sufficient conditions that stabilize the Markov jump discretetime systems in the mean square sense with indefinite weighting matrices in the cost are first developed under the basic assumption of exactly observable, which is different from the previous works [12] , [14] where an additional assumption of stabilization of systems is made.
Introduction
There are many factors to give rise to abrupt changes such as abrupt environmental disturbances, component failures or repairs and these changes often occur in many control systems, for instance, economic systems and aircraft control systems. This phenomenon can be modeled as Markov jump linear systems (MJLS). Owing to its widely application in practice, in recent years, This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grants 61573221, 61633014, 61473134.
the subject of MJLS is by now huge and is growing rapidly, see [1] - [7] , and reference therein. Seeing that the importance of the linear quadratic (LQ) control and stabilization problem in the study of control system, there are also many results about these problems with Markov jump. [8] considered the optimal control problems for discrete-time linear systems subject to Markov jump with two cases that the one without noise and the other with an additive noise in model. In [9] , they illustrated the equivalence between the stability of the optimal control and positiveness of the coupled algebraic Riccati equation via the concept of weak detectability.
It is noteworthy that all the above results are obtained under the common assumption that the weighting matrices of state and control in the quadratic performance index are required to be positive semi-definite even positive definite. However, when the weighting matrices have the requirement of symmetry only, the stochastic LQ problem may be still well posed. This case is called indefinite stochastic problem which often appear in economic fields such as portfolio selection problem. As regard to the problem, [10] first considered the well-posedness of indefinite LQ problem for continuous-time system. Since then, [11] and [12] investigated an indefinite stochastic LQ control problem for continuous-time linear systems subject to Markov jump in finite and infinite time horizon, respectively. As to discrete-time linear systems with Markov jump, [13] derived the necessary and sufficient condition for the well posedness of the indefinite LQ problem and the optimal control law were given in terms of a set of coupled generalized Riccati difference equations interconnected with a set of coupled linear recursive equations. In [14] , under the assumption that the system is mean square stabilizable, they gave the sufficient conditions for the existence of the maximal solution, and necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the mean square stabilizing solution for the generalized coupled algebraic Riccati equations.
What is worth considering is that there were few articles to consider the stabilization problem for discrete-time linear systems subject to Markov jump with indefinite weighting matrices in cost function. However, for most situation, stability is the precondition for the normal operation of a control system. More concretely, the study of infinite optimal control problem is of significance only under the condition that the system is stabilizable, see reference [14] - [17] . Actually, there have been some results of stabilization about definite problem, such as, [18] and [19] considered the stabilization problem with positive semi-definite and positive definite weighting matrices for stochastic systems involving multiplicative noises and input delay in the case of discrete-time and continuous-time, respectively. [20] provided the stabilization for discrete-time mean-field systems with positive semi-definite weighting matrices. However, the above conclusions are either obtained under the definite condition, or the stabilization problem is not given in indefinite case. In view of this, in this paper, we mainly consider the optimal control and stabilization problem for discrete-time systems subject to Markov jump and multiplicative noise, where the state and control weighting matrices in the cost function are allowed to be indefinite.
The main contribution of this paper can be summed up as that an optimal controller is explicitly shown by a generalized difference Riccati equation with Markov jump (GDRE-MJ) which is derived from the solution to the FBSDEs-MJ, which is a new method compared with the previous works studied the linear quadratic optimal problem involving Markov jump. Secondly, under the preconditions that a set involving linear matrix inequality and kernel restriction is empty and system is exactly observable, we derive the existence of the maximum solution to GARE-MJ by discussing the convergence of the associated GDRE-MJ. This precondition is more easily verified compared with the requirement in [14] about some operators and even spectral radius. The main results in [14] are obtained based on the stabilization of the system and there is no discussion about the stabilization. Therefore, another contribution in our paper is that the conclusion of stabilization for discrete-time systems subject to Markov jump and multiplicative noise with indefinite weighting matrices is expressed for the first time under the basic assumption of exactly observable, which is different from the previous works.
The rest of this article is made up of the following sections. Section 2 mainly provides some results about optimal control with finite horizon. The conclusion of stabilization will be shown in section 3. We will give a numerical example in section 4 to further illustrate the correctness of the conclusion. And in section 5 we will make a summary.
The related notations in this article are expressed as follows: (Ω, G, G k , P): a complete probability space with the σ-field generated by {x(0), θ(0), · · · , x(k), θ(k)}; E[·|G k ]: the conditional expectation with respect to G k and G −1 is understood as {∅, Ω}.
Preliminaries
Considering the following discrete-time Markov jump linear system with multiplicative noise:
where x(k) ∈ R n denotes the state, u(k) ∈ R m denotes control process and ω(k) is scalar valued random white noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 . θ(k) is a discrete-time Markov chain with finite state space {1, 2, · · · , L} and transition probability
are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The initial value x 0 is known. We assume that θ(k) is independent of x 0 .
The quadratic cost subject to system (1) with infinite horizon is given by
where Q θ(k) , R θ(k) are just symmetric matrices.
The following problem will be mainly discussed in this paper, i.e.,
While for the convenience of discussing the above problem, we will first introduce some associated results about the cost function with finite horizon as the following description.
where N > 0 is an integer, x(N + 1) is the terminal state, P θ(N +1) reflects the penalty on the terminal state, the matrix functions R θ(k) and Q θ(k) are symmetric matrices.
As to the case of finite horizon, we will discuss the Problem * , i.e.,
On the ground of the indefiniteness of weighting matrices, the above problem may be ill-posed. Hence, we should introduce next definitions and lemmas. Remark 1: From Theorem 4.3 in [21] , the equivalence between the well-posedness and the solvability of Problem * can be obtained.
The following lemmas are about some properties of the pseudo inverse matrix.
Lemma 1 [22] Let a symmetric matrix S be given. Then
Lemma 2 [22] Let a matrix M ∈ R m×n be given. Then there exists a unique matrix M † ∈ R n×m such that
Lemma 3 (Extended Schurs Lemma [22] ) Let M = M ′ , N , and R = R ′ be given matrices with appropriate dimensions. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Due to the dependence of θ(k) on its past values, an extended version of the stochastic maximum principle which is suitable for the MJLS (1) is established in the sequel.
Lemma 4 (Maximum Principle involving Markov Jump) According to the linear system (1) and the performance index (3) . If the linear quadratic problem min J N is solvable, then the optimal G k -measurable control u(k) satisfies the following equilibrium condition
where the costate λ k satisfies the following equation
together the costate equation (5)- (6) with state equation (1), the FBSDEs-MJ is established, which play a vital role in this paper.
Proof. Similar to the derivation for Maximum Principle (MP) as in [18] , [24] , the MP (4)- (6) follows directly, the aforementioned conclusion can be derived using an analogous step, so its proof is omitted. Now we will show the following theorem which is expressed the result of Problem * .
Theorem 1 Problem * is solvable if and only if the following generalized difference Riccati equations with Markov jump
in which
has a solution. If this condition is satisfied, the analytical solution to the optimal control can be given as
for k = N, · · · , 0. The corresponding optimal performance index is given by
The relationship of the costate λ k−1 and the state x(k) is given as
Proof. (Necessity) Assume that Problem * is solvable, we will investigate that there exist symmetric matrices (7) by induction. To this end, we first set the following formula as
It is obvious to know that for any
is also finite by the stochastic optimality principle. Since Problem * is supposed to be solvable, we can see that J(k) is finite for any 0 ≤ k ≤ N .
Firstly, we let k = N , from system (1), we know that
By Lemma 4.3 in [21] and the finiteness of J(N ), it yields that there indeed exist symmetric matrix P i (N ) satisfying
and furthermore,
The optimal controller u(N ) will be calculated from (1), (4) and (5).
So, from (17) and (18), we have that
which is as (10) in the case of k = N .
As to λ N −1 , from (1), (5), (6) and (20), it yields that
which is satisfied (12) with k = N . Now we assume that GDRE-MJ (7) has a solution P i (m), k + 1 ≤ m ≤ N and satisfying
and u(m), λ(m − 1) are as (10), (12) , respectively, thus for k, we have
Similarly, from Lemma 4.3 in [21] and the finiteness of J(k), we can obtain that there exist
. From now on by mathematical induction we obtain that GDRE-MJ (7) exists a solution.
In the case that GDRE-MJ (7) exists a solution and the inductive hypothesis, the optimal controller u(k) can be obtained from (1) and (4).
i.e.,
From (1), (6) and (23), λ k−1 can be derived as that
The proof about necessity is end.
(Sufficiency): When the GDRE-MJ (7) has a solution, we will show that Problem * is solvable.
. From (1) we deduce that
Adding from k = 0 to k = N on both sides of the above equation, we have that
The above mentioned equation implies that
. Therefore, the optimal controller can be given by u(k) = −Υ i (k) † M i (k)x(k) and the optimal cost is given by
. This completes the proof.
Remark 2
The key technique adopted in this paper is the solving of the FBSDEs-MJ, which is new to our best knowledge. It plays an important role in the design of the optimal controller and stabilization analysis in next section.
Main Result
The quadratic optimal control and stabilization problems in infinite horizon will be analyzed in this section. Some necessary definitions will be introduced firstly.
Definition 3
The linear system (1) with u(k) = 0 is asymptotically mean square stable (MSS) if for any initial condition x 0 and θ(0), there holds
Definition 4 The system (1) is mean square stabilizable if there is a G k -measurable controller
, such that system (1) is asymptotically mean square stable.
For brevity, we usually say that the pair (A, B) is mean square stabilizable if system (1) is mean square stabilizable.
Now we define the following generalized algebraic Riccati equation with Markov jump as
For the sake of illustrating the main result, we need to consider the following set which involves linear matric inequality condition and kernel restriction, whose definition is inspired by [21] ,
To simplify notation in the sequel, for anyP ∈ S, we denote
Remark 3 Obviously, we have Q iL
In view of Lemma 3, it yields that
Definition 5 A solution to the GARE-MJ (9)- (11) is called a maximal solution, denoted by P max , if
where
To make the time horizon N explicit in the finite-horizon LQR problem, we rewrite Υ i (k), P i (k), and
. To facilitate our discussion in the sequels, the terminal weight matrix P j (N + 1) =P j ∈ S, j = 1, · · · , L.
Definition 6 Consider the following MJLS with multiplicative noises
(A, B,Q 1 2 ) is said to be exactly observable, if for any N ≥ 0,
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions 1 and S = ∅, if the system (1) is mean square stabilizable, we have the following properties:
For any k ≥ 0, P N i (k) is convergent when N → ∞, i.e., lim N →∞ P N i (k) = P i , in which P i satisfies (26)-(28), and P i is the maximal solution to the GARE-MJ.
Proof. Define a new generalized Riccati equation with Markov jump (NGDRE-MJ) with θ(k)
in whichΥ
with its terminal values
And the corresponding new cost function can be written as
It is clear to know thatJ N ≥ 0 from Remark 3.
It is easy to see the difference equation
has a solution, in whichΥ i (k),M i (k) are defined as in (34) and (35).
Further we will illustrate that the solution X i (k) of the above equation is positive semi-definite. Considering the following formulã
, thus (37) can be rewritten as
By the Schur complementary, and in view ofQ i ≥ 0,R i ≥ 0, we havē
and on the ground of X N i (N + 1) = 0, i = 1, · · · , L, it yields that X N i (N ) ≥ 0 and by induction, it is not hard to verify that
where T i > 0 has same dimension with the rank ofΥ i and V i is an orthogonal matrix. Now, let V i decompose as
where the columns of the matrix V 2 i form a basis of Ker(Υ i ). The positive semi-definite of matricesR i ,
On the ground ofΥ
Up to now, we know that NGDRE-MJ (33) exists a positive semi-definite solution. Considering the result of Theorem 1, the optimal controller and cost value of the new cost function subject to (1) 
, respectively. Thus, for any N , we havẽ
The arbitrariness of x 0 implies that X N θ(0) (0) increases with respect to N . Next, we will show the boundedness of X N θ(0) (0). Since system (1) is stabilizable in the mean square sense, there
Hence, we have that
where λ max denotes the maximum eigenvalue of
and c is a positive constant. The above formula implies that
i.e., X N θ(0) (0) ≤ λ max · c in view of the arbitrariness of x 0 . Up to now, we can say that X N θ(0) (0) is bounded. In considering of the monotonicity of X N θ(0) (0), we deduce that X N θ(0) (0) is convergent. Note that the variables given in NGDRE-MJ are time invariant for N due to the choice of X N +1 j = 0, so we have
at the same time, we have that
Therefore, we can say that X i is a solution of the following NGARE-MJ
Next we will mainly illustrate that X i > 0. Owing to the positive semi-definiteness of X N i (k), its limit X i is also positive semi-definite, i.e., X i ≥ 0. Now we verify X i > 0. If not, there must exist nonzero vector x 0 such that E[x ′ 0 X i x 0 ] = 0. Define the Lyapunov function as
Since
From Theorem 4 and Proposition 1 in [23] , we know that the exact observable of (Ā,B,Q 1 2 ) can be deduced by the exact observable of (A, B,Q
Therefore, from (46), it yields that x 0 = 0 which is contrary with x 0 = 0. Hence, we have
It is easy to verify that P N i (k) satisfies the GDRE-MJ (7) and monotonically increasing with respect to N and bounded. Therefore, there exists a constant P i satisfying
Obviously, P i satisfies GARE-MJ (26). Moreover, for the arbitrariness ofP i and X i > 0, we can obtain that P i ≥P i , i.e., P i is the maximal solution to the GARE-MJ (26). The proof is complete.
Remark 4
The above proof implies that the solvability of the GARE-MJ (26) is equivalent to the solvability of the NGARE-MJ (41).
Theorem 3 If S = ∅ and Assumption 1 are satisfied, then the closed-loop system (1) is meansquare stabilizable if and only if the GARE-MJ (26) has a solution P = (P 1 , · · · , P L ), which is also the maximal solution to the GARE-MJ (26).
In this case, the optimal stabilizing solution is given by
and
and the optimal cost functional is
Proof. "Sufficiency": We will show that under the conditions of S = ∅ and Assumption 1, when the GARE-MJ (26) has a solution P , the closed-loop system (1) is mean-square stabilizable.
LetP ∈ S. From Remark 4, when the GARE-MJ (26) has a solution P , the NGARE-MJ (41) has a positive definite solution X = (
Next, we will show that system (1) with
is mean square stabilizable. In view of the relationship F i =F i (i = 1, · · · , L), we can see that the stabilization for the system (1) with u(k) = F θ(k) x(k) is equivalent to the stabilization for the system (1) with u(k) =F θ(k) x(k). We define the Lyapunov function as
From (52), we can see that V X (k, x(k)) is non-increasing with respect to k. That implies
Now for any integer m ≥ 0, taking summation from k = m to k = m + N on both sides of the upper formulation, we can obtain that
In view of the convergence of V X (k, x(k)), when we take limitation of m on both sides of the aforementioned equation, the following result can be derived as
Further considering that the optimal cost function ofJ 
Obviously, it implies that lim
On the ground of the positive definiteness of X N θ(0) , it is easy to verify that lim
Lastly, we show the optimal controller and optimal cost. Define
Therefore,
that is,
where Υ θ(k) (k) and M θ(k) (k) are as in (8) and (9) .
Thus the infinite cost function can be denoted as the following form on account of the mean square stabilizable of system (1), i.e.,
Hence, it's tempting to conclude that the optimal controller is u
and furthermore the corresponding optimal cost is J * = E[x ′ 0 P θ(0) x 0 ]. "Necessity": On the other hand, we should illustrate that if S = ∅, when the closed-loop system (1) is mean square stabilizable, then the GARE-MJ (26) has a solution P = (P 1 , · · · , P L ), which is also the maximal solution to the GARE-MJ (26). In fact, the existence of solutions to the GARE-MJ (26) have been obtained in Theorem 2. The proof is complete.
Remark 5
In [14] , their conclusions can be summarized that under the precondition that the system is stabilizable, based on some positive semi-definite and kernel restrictions on some matrices, necessary and sufficient conditions about the existence of the mean square stabilizing solution for a set of generalized coupled algebraic Riccati equations (GCARE) is derived, i.e., this conclusion was only to study the existence of the stabilizing solution of the GCARE on the basis of the stabilization, moreover, the given conditions are all operator type which is not easy to be tested. However, compared with it, the result expressed by Theorem 3 is clearly illustrated the stabilization problem with indefinite weighting matrices by the method of transformation that the stabilization problem of indefinite case is reduced to a definite one whose stabilization condition is expressed by defining Lyapunov function via the optimal cost subject to a new algebraic Riccati equation involving Markov jump.
Numerical example
A numerical example will be given in this section to further illustrate our result. Now considering system (1) with the following coefficients as Firstly, we calculate the solution of set S. In the case ofR 2 = 0, i.e.,P 1 = − 3 2P 2 , it is easy to verify that the condition of Ker(R 2 ) ⊆ (KerC 2 ∩ KerD 2 ) is not satisfied. Hence,R 2 = 0. In this situation, by Schurs Lemma, the matric inequality in set S can be equivalent to write as 60) we can obtain the solution set of the above inequalities be shown as in Fig. 1 by using MATLAB Figure 1 : the solution set.
tool. Further it is obviously to see that for anyP = (P 1 ,P 2 ) in above solution set, the condition of Ker(R i ) ⊆ (KerC i ∩ KerD i ), i = 1, 2 is satisfied. Therefore, S = ∅ and the solution set is expressed as in Fig. 1 . And the condition of Assumption 1 can be easy tested. Further the GARE-MJ (26) can be solved as P max = ( √ 103 − 11, 20). Therefore, F 1 = −1.61 and F 2 = −1. When θ(k) = 2, that is, the optimal controller is u(k) = −x(k), in this case, x(k) = 0, obviously the system is stabilized in the mean square sense. On condition of θ(k) = 1, the optimal controller can be given as u(k) = −1.61x(k) and the simulation result is shown in Fig.  2 . It can be seen that the state x(k) is stabilized with the optimal controller, as expected. 
Conclusions
This article mainly study the linear quadratic optimal control and stabilization problem for discrete-time systems involving Markov jump and multiplicative noise. The state and control weighting matrices in the cost function are allowed to be indefinite. By solving the FBSDEs-MJ derived from the extended maximum principle, we conclude that the indefinite optimal control problem in finite-horizon is solvable if and only if the corresponding GDRE-MJ has a solution, which is an easy verifiable conclusion compared with operator type results. What's more, in this article we first develop the necessary and sufficient conditions that stabilize the Markov jump discrete-time systems in the mean square sense with indefinite weighting matrices in the cost. More concretely, based only on linear matrix inequality and kernel restrictions, under the basic assumption that the system is exactly observable, the stabilization of Markov jump system can be equivalent to the existence of the maximum solution for the GARE-MJ. Finally, we give a numerical example to illustrate our correctness of the main result.
